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Macfarlane Packaging provides protective packaging products and services to businesses throughout the UK, Ireland and Continental Europe
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Packaging advice, news and opinion
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        What is Sustainable Packaging?: A Quick Guide
    

    “Sustainable packaging” – it’s a term you’ll be hearing more often these days. With the growing concern for our environment, sustainable pac…
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        5 ways to reduce the cost and environmental impact of your stretch wrap
    

    Stretch pallet wrap, also known as stretch film, stretch wrap or sometimes shrink film, is a versatile packaging material primarily used for securing …
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        Demystifying sustainability buzzwords: a sustainability glossary  
    

    In the world of eco-friendly packaging, there are lots of acronyms and words related to sustainability that need to be understood.   To help buil…




















Services and support from Macfarlane Packaging
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        Reduce costs
    

    90% of your packaging costs could be hiding behind the unit price you pay. Macfarlane Packaging can help you identify, reduce and even eliminate these costs.
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        Eco-friendly packaging
    

    We can help your business be more sustainable with eco-friendly packaging solutions and expertise that can reduce CO2 from your supply chain, reduce waste and use less material.
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        Enhance customer experience
    

    The right packaging can deliver a memorable unboxing experience for your customers. At Macfarlane Packaging we can help you deliver a memorable unboxing experience that protects your products and your brand. 



























Watch our videos to see how we can help with your packaging











































Trusted partner to businesses
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        Macfarlane Packaging announces automation agreement with Lantech
    

    Macfarlane Packaging, the UK’s leading distributor of protective packaging, announces today (18 March) a new automation distributor agreement with U…
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        Acquisition of protective packaging distributor, Allpack Packaging Supplies 
    

    Macfarlane Group PLC is pleased to announce the acquisition of Allpack Packaging Supplies Limited.  This earnings-enhancing acquisition further progr…
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        Macfarlane Group PLC 2023 Preliminary Results
    

    ANNUAL RESULTS 2023 Group profit before tax ahead of previous year   FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS 2023 £000 2022 £000 Increase/   %     (Decrease) £000…


























We’re here to help reduce your packaging costs









And not just the cost of the packaging itself, Macfarlane Packaging can consider all the costs associated with your packaging operation.

Macfarlane Packaging can also help you to reduce the environmental impact of your packaging operation while giving your customers a great experience of your brand.

Whether you want to buy packaging materials now, ask for advice about custom packaging or transform your entire packing operation, our experts are on hand.

Macfarlane Packaging can support you through our extensive national branch network, European operations and state-of-the-art Innovation Lab. With thousands of packaging products at hand and ground breaking tools like our Packaging Optimiser, you can be confident that whatever your packaging challenge, Macfarlane Packaging has the solution.
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